
Slim Small Diameter Cat6a Patch Cables 

What really makes this new Cat6a slim patch cable stand out from the crowd 
is a core focus around the environmental impact.   
 
This has been carefully considered in both the manufacturing process by 
using less raw materials with its slim design, but also around the packaging.  
 
Each cable is provided coiled without packing to aid with quicker installs and 
to also help protect the Environment from plastic waste. 
 

Our Cat6a small diameter patch cord range are available in 10 colours  
Grey, Green, Blue, Red, Yellow, Black, White, Orange, Purple and Pink. 
 
Helping you to build that smarter unified network with immediate visual 
colour identification of hardware and applications. 

Our new range of small diameter Cat6a snagless patch cables are a 
perfect choice for (10Gigabit) high density patching.   
 
It’s slim 4.5mm 30AWG cable thickness is 30-40% smaller than our 
standard Cat6a patch cables, this in turn reduces the amount of valuable 
rack space and need for extra cable management. 

Telephone: 0845 365 7777 or 01442890890        Email: info@patchsavesolutions.com  
 

Patchsave Solutions Limited: Unit 5, The Forum, Icknield Way, Tring, Hertfordshire, HP23 4JY 

Below are some of our Latest Products.  

All Available for Next Day Delivery via our Website 

Smaller lengths such as 0.25 metre and 0.3 metre are available for short 
length switch port to panel replication and then more unusual lengths 
including 1.5 metre, 2.5 metre and 4 metre lengths for inter rack equipment 
patching.  
 
Additional to all these great features we have also ensured the cable length 
is clearly printed on the underside of both end boots, so easy for storage 
future reuse, taking full advantage of its life time guarantee. 
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